# Adjectives to Express Feelings (with Synonyms)

**Aptis Vocabulary A2-C**

## Happy
- glad
- optimistic
- satisfied
- pleased
- cheerful
- joyful
- delighted
- contented
- mirthful
- in good spirits

## Sad
- Unhappy
- Down
- depressed
- dejected
- miserable
- heartbroken
- blue (inf.)
- downhearted
- demoralized
- afflicted

## Angry
- Furious
- mad
- upset
- cross
- resentful
- irritable
- annoyed
- outraged
- pissed off (Inf)

## Scared
- Frightened
- afraid
- terrified
- horrified
- dread
- spooked
- anxious
- tense
- panicked
- panic-stricken

## Excited
- Agitated
- thrilled
- euphoric
- delighted
- exuberant
- exhilarated
- enraptured
- giddy (inf.)
- in a flutter
- jazzed (slang)

## Tender
- Loving
- affectionate
- warm
- adoring
- fond
- sweet
- soft
- delicate
- gentle
- mild

## Confused
- Perplexed
- puzzled
- disoriented
- confounded
- dazed
- bewildered
- disconcerted
- fuzzy-headed
- in a fix (inf.)
- in a stew (inf)

## Worried
- Concerned
- nervous
- bothered
- anxious
- tense
- worked up
- hung up
- troubled
- disturbed
- tormented

## Surprised
- Astonished
- confounded
- astounded
- amazed
- shocked
- bewildered
- in awe
- startled
- open-mouthed
- puzzled

## Satisfied
- Pleased
- happy
- glad
- appeased
- contented
- fulfilled
- delighted
- gratified
- comfortable
- triumphant

## Confident
- Self-confident
- self-assured
- sure of yourself
- fearless
- undaunted
- assured
- self-possessed
- cocksure
- cocky
- bold

## Loving
- Fond
- tender
- caring
- warm
- affectionate
- adoring
- warm-hearted
- friendly
- kind
- dear
- sweet
- amorous